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グローバル市場における特許戦略
－機械要素メーカーを例として－
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 Before employed at Tokyo University of Science, I had been working until March 2013ࠉ
as an engineer at a firm manufacturing an oilless plain bearing, one of the machine 
elements. A plain bearing is a component which supports parts performing relative 
motions such as rotating and reciprocating. The adjective "oilless" indicates that a 
contained lubricant realizes a smooth sliding consuming less oil.
 There is a well-known anecdote about the patent with regard to this oilless bearing. Itࠉ
is about a DU bearing, developed by a British company called the Glacier Metal in the 
1950s. The firm took out the patents on a DU bearing around the world, thereby securing 
the exclusive right. By licensing other local firms all over the world, including in Japan, 
to produce it, the Glacier Metal collected licensing proceeds. With the British 
manufacturing industries declining, the firm lost its competitiveness and had changed its 
name now. Nevertheless, its patent strategy is worthy of note for domestic manufacturers 
of machine elements competing against local manufacturers in the global market, 
especially in emerging markets. Compared with major companies such as Japanese auto 
firms, those machine element companies are small and have less staff or funds to develop 
the worldwide business of manufacturing and sale by themselves. It will be increasingly 
necessary for them to discern the values of the IPs of their products and to seek to profit 
from licensing globally.
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